EXERCICES DÉBUTANT ANGLAIS : LES VERBES D'ALCTIONS

EXERCICE 1

A quels verbes correspondent les images suivantes?

☐ to dance
☐ to fish
☐ to hunt
☐ to jump
☐ to fly
☐ to walk
☐ to listen
☐ to watch
☐ to look
☐ to show
☐ to drive
☐ to sing
☐ to walk
☐ to read
☐ to dance
☐ to mow the lawn
☐ to work out
☐ to cut
☐ to climb
☐ to run
☐ to drive
☐ to sleep
☐ to sit
☐ to cook
☐ to take a nap
☐ to take a shower
☐ to have a break
☐ to talk
☐ to sell
☐ to work out
EXERCICE 2

Entourez le bon verbe:

1 – I like to **play** | **draw** | **run** soccer.

2 – My dad **cooks** | **drinks** | **eats** wine during dinner.

3 – She **dances** | **sings** | **screams** a nice song.

4 – I want to **eat** | **drive** | **drink** a pizza.

5 – Sam likes to **stay** | **read** | **watch** books.

6 – He **fly** | **drink** | **swims** in the lake every day.

7 – I need to **sell** | **buy** | **show** flowers for my mother.

8 – Tina doesn’t want to **sleep** | **clean** | **push** her room.

9 – Kevin **sleeps** | **watches** | **drives** on the couch every night.

10 – I am too fat, I need to **relax** | **work out** | **eat** more!

____________________________________________________________________

CORRECTION 1

1 – **to fish**

2 – **to jump**

3 – **to listen**

4 – **to sing**

5 – **to walk**

6 – **to mow the lawn**

7 – **to run**

8 – **to sleep**

9 – **to take a shower**

10 – **to work out**

CORRECTION 2

1 – **play**

2 – **drinks**

3 – **sings**

4 – **eat**

5 – **read**

6 – **swims**

7 – **buy**

8 – **clean**

9 – **sleeps**

10 – **work out**